African elephants (*Loxodonta africana*) recognize visual attention from face and body orientation
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How do animals determine when others are able and disposed to receive their communicative signals? In particular, it is futile to make a silent gesture when the intended audience cannot see it. Some non-human primates use the head and body orientation of their audience to infer visual attentiveness when signalling, but whether species relying less on visual information use such cues when producing visual signals is unknown. Here, we test whether African elephants (*Loxodonta africana*) are sensitive to the visual perspective of a human experimenter. We examined whether the frequency of gestures of head and trunk, produced to request food, was influenced by indications of an experimenter’s visual attention. Elephants signalled significantly more towards the experimenter when her face was oriented towards them, except when her body faced away from them. These results suggest that elephants understand the importance of visual attention for effective communication.

1. Introduction

For effective communication, it is essential that when a signal is produced, the intended recipient is able to perceive it; and by tracking conspecifics’ gaze, animals can monitor the focus of others’ visual attention and their interest in external events [1]. The understanding of visual attention has therefore been extensively studied, primarily in non-human primates [1], and for this reason primates will be used as the main comparison for our own results. Chimpanzees (*Pan troglodytes*) recognize the importance of the attentional focus of an audience [2] and all the great apes match the modality of their signals to their audience’s attentional status [3–7]. Other species have also been found to successfully respond towards face cues that may show visual attentiveness (dogs [8], pigs [9] and scrub-jays [10]). For most species, it is unknown which cues are important for inferring whether a potential audience is able to see a signal and attending in the appropriate direction.

The African elephant (*Loxodonta africana*) lives in a complex multi-level fusion–fusion society and regularly interacts with a large network of related and unrelated individuals [11]: effective communication is critical for everyday elephant interactions. Because elephants primarily rely on non-visual modes of communication, cognitive processes underlying their use of visual signals have been accorded little attention. Yet, elephants respond to subtle visual signals [12], and the form and contexts of wild elephant gestures have been described in detail [13]. It remains unknown whether the visual signals of African elephants are dependent on the presence or attentional status of an audience. In this study, we test whether African elephants modify the frequency of experimenter-directed signals in a food-requesting task, according to whether the experimenter (A.F.S., hereafter E) can see them, which we manipulate by varying E’s body and face orientation. We do not test whether elephants use eye-gaze direction on its own, because we consider elephants’ visual acuity unlikely to support the use of this cue in such a study [14].
2. Material and methods

(a) Subjects
Our subjects were 10 captive African elephants aged between 4 and 34 years old (six males, four females; electronic supplementary material, methods). They were only ever confined at night in stables, or while being saddled or unsaddled: we used this opportunity and tested elephants that were saddled early, or not going on the ride. Subjects never spent more than approximately 30 min restrained.

(b) Design
The order of presentation of conditions was pseudorandomized and counterbalanced. Each subject was presented with four trials of each of the seven conditions (electronic supplementary material, methods).

(c) Procedure
We tested elephants individually within the stables while secured. Experimental sessions began with ‘no delay’ trials: E stood behind a wooden tray (50 cm with a twine handle) positioned out of reach of that elephant, and facing the subject, E called its name, and dropped a piece of fruit (melon or orange piece approx. 15 cm long) onto the tray. E then immediately picked up the tray and set it down within reach of the subject’s trunk, returning to her original position. E used the tray’s handle to pull it back out of reach to its original position once the subject took the fruit. After three ‘no-delay’ trials, the testing phase began with the first ‘delay’ trial (electronic supplementary material, methods).

In ‘delay’ trials, after dropping the food and lifting the tray, E appeared to forget to move the tray, instead putting it back out of reach. E waited 20 s before picking the tray up again and putting it in reach of the subject, using an earpiece which played a 20 s countdown. During the delay, E stood still and adopted one of six different postures which varied the orientation of her body and head. E oriented her body directly towards, away from, or with her side towards the subject. E also oriented her head so that her face was looking either towards or away from the subject (figure 1). To establish a baseline of actions, in a ‘no-delay’ trial, A.F.S. began coding 2 s after E had put the tray down out of reach, which was approximately the same time it took E to get into position for other conditions. All the subjects’ actions directed towards the experimenter and the location of the wooden tray (baseline trials) were coded (electronic supplementary material, table S1).

Briefly, the actions that were coded were: (i) forward-trunk-swing: lunging forward and tossing the trunk; (ii) head-nod: head bobbing up and down; (iii) mouth-open-beg: mouth opened, with trunk curled back; (iv) sniff-towards: extending some part of the trunk; (v) periscope-sniff: trunk upwards in an s-shape and (vi) horizontal-sniff: horizontal extension of the trunk.

We used the total frequency of these six experimenter-directed actions per subject in each condition for analyses. A second coder, blind to the experimental hypothesis, coded 35 randomly selected trials according to the descriptors. Inter-rater reliability was excellent for these data ($r_s = 0.854, p < 0.001$). Tests are two-tailed and compared to an α-level of 5%. Data were analysed using SPSS. All confidence intervals are 95%.

(d) Coding and analysis
A.F.S. coded ‘delay’ trials from the videos, beginning when E had assumed the prescribed orientation and ending after 20 s. For baseline trials, A.F.S. began coding 2 s after E had put the tray down out of reach, which was approximately the same time it took E to get into position for other conditions. All the subjects’ actions directed towards the experimenter and the location of the wooden tray (baseline trials) were coded (electronic supplementary material, table S1).

3. Results
Elephants might have decreased signalling over trials, because they always got the fruit after each trial; in practice, however, we found that elephants’ signalling was as frequent in the second half of trials of each condition compared with the first half (electronic supplementary material, figure S1). Responsiveness varied between subjects, with overall frequency of signalling tending to decline with increasing age ($r_s = -0.45, p = 0.191$). As a group, elephants produced more visual signals when E was present compared with when she was not (baseline; figure 2n). We tested whether E’s body and face orientation influenced the frequency with which elephants signalled towards E. Using generalized estimating equations, we created a model with 24 scores per subject including body and face orientation as categorical predictors, specifying an unstructured correlation matrix (electronic supplementary material, methods). We included the main effects of these predictors and their interaction in the model. We found
significant main effects of body (Wald $\chi^2_{(1)} = 7.61, p = 0.022$) and face orientation (Wald $\chi^2_{(1)} = 35.79, p < 0.001$) as well as a significant effect of the interaction between body and face orientation (Wald $\chi^2_{(1)} = 34.97, p < 0.001$). Using pairwise comparisons, we found that elephants signalled significantly more often when E’s face was turned towards them, but only when her body was oriented sideways or towards them, and not when her body was directed away (figure 2b).

4. Discussion

African elephants produced more experimenter-directed signals when the experimenter was present compared with when she was not, showing that elephants’ visual signals depend on the presence of an audience. When requesting food, elephants signalled more frequently when the experimenter’s face was oriented towards them, compared with when it was facing away. While extensive research has been conducted on whether great apes in captivity can use facial orientation to flexibly adapt their own signalling to the perspective of another, here we show that another wild mammal—the African elephant—shares this ability. The data concern only the interpretation of human visual attention, but we predict that when studies look in greater depth at natural elephant communication, visual attention will be found to be a determinant in the African elephant’s production of visual signals.

Elephants’ sensitivity to experimenter face orientation was clear when the human’s body was facing or directed sideways from the elephant, but not when her body faced directly away from the elephant. Great apes, when gesturing, and domestic horses, when choosing whom to approach, have also been found to discriminate between body and face orientations of a human experimenter, with a similar pattern of results [15,16]. In the case of great apes, the failure of the subjects to take account of face orientation when the experimenter’s body was facing away from them was explained on the hypothesis that body orientation encodes the human’s disposition to transfer food, while face orientation encodes their perceptual access to the animal itself [15]; when restrictions on the experimenter’s physical ability to provide the food reward when turned away were removed, apes responded to face even when the experimenter’s body was turned away [17]. That hypothesis can also explain the results of the elephants in our study, and the congruence between the pattern of results in elephant and great ape behaviour suggests an underlying similarity of cognitive mechanism.
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